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a b s t r a c t

To obtain the dynamic characteristics of reactor secondary circuit under transient conditions, the system
analysis program was developed in this study, where dynamic models of secondary circuit were
established. The heat transfer process and the mechanical energy transfer process are modularized.
Models of main equipment were built, including main turbine, condenser, steam pipe and feedwater
system. The established models were verified by design value. The simulation of the secondary circuit
system was conducted based on the verified models. The system response and characteristics were
investigated based on the parameter transients under emergency shutdown and overload. Various
operating conditions like turbine emergency shutdown and overspeed, condenser high water level,
ejector failures were studied. The secondary circuit system ensures sufficient design margin to withstand
the pressure and flow fluctuations. The adjustment of exhaust valve group could maintain the system
pressure within a safe range, at the expense of steam quality. The condenser could rapidly take out most
heat to avoid overpressure.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Nuclear power system features strong reliability, economy and
environmental friendliness. The pressurized water reactor com-
prises two circuits, both require higher safety. The coolant system
of primary loop transports fission heat from reactor core to the
secondary side of steam generator, thus saturated steam generates.
The second loop system has two functions: first, forming a closed
thermodynamic cycle, the generated steam is sent to the steam
turbine and relevant mechanical equipment for work, realizing the
energy transition among thermal energy, mechanical energy and
other energy forms (such as electric energy); Second, the second
circuit takes away the heat energy from the reactor fission to ensure
the reactor safety.

The secondary circuit system of nuclear power plant consists of
several power machinery, where a series of equipment such as
vanced Nuclear Energy and
China.
tu.edu.cn (G.H. Su).

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
feedwater system and steam discharge system, various control
valves, safety valves participate in the heat discharge. (Fig. 1). The
flow process of working fluid is as follows: driven by large pressure
difference, the superheated steam generated by steam generator
runs into the main steam turbine for work, afterwards the spent
steam is discharged into the condenser, which is stored in the hot
well; a large amount of steam is directly discharged into the
condenser during emergency transients; the condensation is
pumped and pressurized into the water supply system and then
enters the steam generator. Therefore the flow and thermal pro-
cedure in the secondary circuit system is completed. The
condenser, acts as the cold end, takes out the heat of the low-
quality exhaust steam from the circulation system.

Nuclear power systems concerns on safety and extensive eval-
uations under accident conditions have been conducted [1,16,17].
Acting as power system, the reliability and economy of the second
circuit directly affect the reliability and economy of nuclear power
plant; besides, various operating conditions and typical accidents
are also tightly related to the reactor safety. Therefore, establishing
dynamic models of the second circuit model and analyzing the
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Fig. 1. Structure of secondary system.
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operation characteristics under various transient conditions are of
great significance in nuclear power plants design, operation pro-
cedure development and automatic control strategies. The second
loop system, employed as a heat sink, is related to the operating
transients and decides the heat output capability from primary
loop. More relevant studies are necessary [1e3].

In the engineering field, higher reliability requirements focus on
the thermal system simulation of nuclear power [4]. The widely
application of dynamic model in system simulation is getting closer
to reality, which meet the needs in real-time and interactivity. It
features the characteristics of economy, convenience, flexible
modification, repeated testing and safety. Mathematical modeling
were employed for thermal system simulation. A variety of simu-
lation software were introduced for engineering and safety analysis
[5e7] such as ISAS, CATHARE, TRAC, RELAP, RETRAN, GSE, APROS,
covering nuclear control system design and optimization, plant
operating characteristic diagnose and improvement, start-stop
strategy, reactor and turbine lifetime analysis, accident analysis
and prediction, operation procedures development and accident
handling solution, and system reliability analysis. While the
simulation of second circuit needs improving. For instance, based
on the basic equations of RELAP5 hydraulic model in order to solve
with other hydraulic models, the turbine model in RELAP5 ignores
the complex structure inside the turbine and the specific fluid flow
in the stage and fails to accurately reflect dynamic operation
characteristics. Therefore the prediction precision decrease for
transient condition and several studies [8] were conducted on the
RELAP modification to improve the accuracy. Compared with the
vigorous development of training simulators, simulation systems
for engineering needs more efforts.

In this study, the dynamic mathematical models of the main
equipment in secondary circuit system are established for nuclear
power plant. The second loop system simulation analysis program is
developed, focusing on the dynamic characteristics of second loop
system under various variable conditions. The system models could
be employed alone for the simulation analysis of secondary loop, and
could also be applied as the extension and supplement for full sys-
tem simulation. The mathematical models of the second loop sys-
tem, including steam turbine, condensing equipment, steam piping
system and water supply system, are established. Moreover, the
model precisions ofmain equipment are proved and simulation tests
are carried out. Therefore the simulation and analysis of the second
loop system are performed to verify the dynamic response ability
under transient conditions of engineering application.
2. Basic dynamic model

2.1. Flow and thermal models

The system decomposition and simplification were conducted
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according to the thermal system characteristics. Firstly, the com-
plex large system was decomposed into steam turbine system,
condensing equipment, steam pipeline and the water supply sys-
tem. Secondly, to solve the system stiffness, the process was divided
into fluid flow, heat transfer and mechanical energy transfer.
Thirdly, the lumped parameterization was applied to large volu-
metric devices, mathematical model is simplified into ordinary
differential form. Thus the fluid thermodynamic parameters are
linearly distributed along control bodies [9], with the averaged
change rate of state parameter at exit. The mathematical-physical
models were built for working fluid, the equations of mass con-
servation, momentum conservation, energy conservation, ther-
modynamic state equation, physical property and heat transfer
equation were established. Therefore the closed differential equa-
tion and algebraic equation system are established.

The fluid state in the secondary circuit includes steam and
condensate. Condense processes of compressible and incompress-
ible fluid were both considered. A modular modeling method was
applied to compressible fluid, and the fluid network modeling
method was employed for incompressible fluid.

1) Modules modeling for compressible fluid

Modular modeling of compressible fluid, which is a hierarchical
modeling method, divides the thermal system into different de-
vices and modules according to energy conversion. The internal
state parameters of module are lumped parameterized, and various
modules are connected to form thermal equipment. The modu-
larity shows independence from other modules [10], thus separate
module replacement and modification could improve model
reusability.

According to the conservation equations, the mass and energy
conservation equation of fluid flow show the storage of mass and
energy; the momentum conservation equation indicates the flow
resistance. The storage and resistance characteristics are repre-
sented by a flow storage type module (S type) and a flow resistance
type module (R type), respectively. The storage module is
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Ignoring the mass and energy equation and time constant of
momentum accumulation, the flow resistance module is deduced
by

GE ¼ l
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðpE � pLÞ

p
(2)

Moreover, the pressure and flow show bidirectional transfer
characteristics. In order to ensure the module connection, the
connection should only exist between R-type module and S-type
module.

(2) Fluid network modeling of incompressible fluids

Incompressible fluids only consider the pressure drop, which
applies to the water supply system. These piping systems feature
complex network topologies, while only parameters at each node
were concerned instead of the internal flow mechanisms. There-
fore, the pipeline system was abstracted into a fluid network to
solve coupling pressure and branch flow rate at nodes. Therefore
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these parameters could only be obtained by the downstream
boundary conditions: the flow rate of inflow and outflow at any
node was zero; the algebra sum of differential pressure is zero for
each branch in closed loop. The equation group of the entire
network is closed, the node pressure and branch flow were
obtained.
2.2. Mechanical energy transfer model

The mechanical energy transfer process adopts the modules of
torque storage and rotational resistance. Torque storage modules
are commonly used to simulate angular momentum accumulation
in rotating components, such as the rotor inertia of turbine. The
sum of rotational inertias on rotating shaft should be considered,
which is expressed as follows [11]:

du
�
dt¼ �

Mturb �Mgen �Mmech:loss
� � �

Iturb þ Igen
�

(3)

where Mturb, Mgen and Mmech:loss denote turbine torque, generator
torque and mechanical loss torque. IturbandIgenrepresent the rota-
tional inertia of turbine and generator, respectively. Depending on
the characteristics of various devices such as pump, generator and
gearbox, the rotating resistance module was obtained by their
respective characteristics or empirical curves.
2.3. Program flow chart

The basic module library and device model library were pack-
aged and unified interface were adopted. The program structure
and calculation process are shown in Fig. 2. The Gear method was
adopted to solve rigid differential equations of this system. Solving
the large time deviation for different thermal system, the Gear
method has the advantages of automatic variable step size and
order, fast calculation speed and stable solution. In addition, the
Monte Carlo method was used to solve algebraic equations.
Fig. 2. Program structure and Flow chart.
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3. Component modeling

3.1. Models of turbine

The steam turbine, a high-speed rotatingmachinewith steam as
working medium, converts thermal energy into mechanical energy
for power supply, feedwater pump and circulating pump. Its
simulation and characteristics are of great significance to the sec-
ondary circuit system Fig. 3. The steam turbine consists of main
steam valve, regulating valve, and regulating stage. The steam
turbine module includes flow resistance type module (valve,
regulating stage and non-regulating), flow storage module
(chambers of valve, regulating stage and non-regulating stage) and
torque storage module (turbine rotor). The flow resistance module
describes the flow variation caused by pressure; the flow storage
module describes the volume inertia due to mass and energy
storage; and the torque storage module describes the torque inertia
of rotation axis. It should be ensured that the resistance module
and storage module connect to each other. Different combinations
of basic modules describe various types of steam turbine models,
such as feed pump steam turbines, reverse steam turbine cycle
pump steam turbines.
3.1.1. Models for flow resistance

1) Steam valve

The steam valve module, which is a universal valve for
compressible fluids, could be used to model main steam valve and
adjusting valve. Isentropic process is assumed and the flow rate is
calculated by the inlet and outlet pressure difference. Ignoring the
storage characteristic, there are:

GE ¼GL ¼ kmxkvð1�0:367X =XcrÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rEpEX

p
(4)

hL ¼hE (5)

where GE is the inlet flow rate, kg$s�1; rE is the inlet steam density,
kg$m�3; pE is the inlet pressure, Pa; Xis the pressure loss coeffi-
cient; Xcris the critical pressure loss; kv is the valve characteristic
coefficient, related to the valve opening; kmx is the valve correction
factor, related to the maximumvalve area; GL is the outlet flow rate,
kg$s�1; hL and hE are the outlet and inlet enthalpy, J$kg�1,
respectively.

2) Regulating stage

The regulating stage includes contraction nozzle and moving
Fig. 3. Typical turbine structure.
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blade (Fig. 4). The initial steam velocity C0 is assumed to be zero;
the regulating stage has the reaction U ¼ 0, with pressure differ-
ence of zero.

The flow rate of nozzle Grs, equals to the flow rate of regulating
stage, is

Grs ¼mGcrt ¼ 0:648mA1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p0=v0

p
ε � εcr (6)

Grs ¼m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ½ðε1 � εcrÞ = ð1� εcrÞ �2

q
Gcrt ε> εcr

where m is a flow rate coefficient (0.96e0.98), ε and εcr are the
pressure ratio and the critical pressure ratio, respectively.

The relative velocity at blade inlet (W1/m$s�1) and outlet
(W2/m$s�1) are

W2 ¼4W1 ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C2
1 þ

�
npdcp
60

�2

� 2
npdcp
60

C1 cos a1

s
(7)

where dcp is the averaged diameter/m, n is the turbine speed/
r$min�1; 4 is the cascade speed coefficient.

Based on velocity triangle of the absolute velocity at blade
outlet,C2/m$s�1, The power, Dhu/J$kg�1, is

Dhu ¼0:5
	
C2
1 �W2

1 þW2
2 � C2

2



(8)

The power loss in the regulating stage includes fan loss, Dhq;
friction loss, Dhf ; impact loss, Dhi; windage loss, Dhw and segment
loss, Dhe. The expression are as follows:

hL ¼ h0 � Dhu þ Dhq þ Dhf þ Dhi þ Dhw þ Dhe (9)

The work Prs and internal efficiency hi are

Prs¼Grsðh0 �h2Þ (10)

hi ¼ðh0 �h2Þ =h0 � h1t (11)
3) Non-regulating stage

The non-regulating stage module, a universal module, could
simulate the entire working stage of the multi-stage steam turbine
and the intermediate stage of a steam extraction turbine.

The flow rate of the non-regulating stage is
Fig. 4. Regulating stage module.
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GE

GE0
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2E � p2L
p2E0 � p2L0

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TE0
TE

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 0:4

Dn
n0

s
(12)

where GE0 is the rate flow/kg$s-1；pE0 is the rate inlet pressure/Pa;
TE0 is the rated inlet temperature/K; n0 is the rated rotational
speed/r$min�1; Dn is the rotational speed variation/r$min�1; pL0 is
the rate outlet pressure of non-regulating stage/Pa; pL is the outlet
pressure of non-regulating stage/Pa.

The internal efficiency of the non-regulating stage is

hi
hi0

¼ n
n0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dht0
Dht

s 0
@2� n

n0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dht0
Dht

s 1
A (13)

where hi0 is the rated internal efficiency, Dht0 is the rated enthalpy
drop/kJ$kg�1;Dht is the rated enthalpy drop/kJ$kg�1; n is the rotate
speed/r$min�1.

The outlet enthalpy and work of non-regulating stage are
respectively

hL ¼hE � Dhthi (14)

Pt ¼GEðhE �hLÞ (15)
3.1.2. Storage models for flow torque
Due to the small steam volume in the turbine, u ¼ h is assumed

and the influence of the enthalpy on pressure is ignored. The
conservation equations of mass, energy and momentum in Eq. (1)
were simplified.

For multi-inlet storage modules such as steam chamber of
regulating stage, the flow rate is the sum of each branch and the
inlet enthalpy is averaged. Besides, the turbine rotor module has
much larger moment of inertia than its linking equipment (such as
propellers, pumps, generators, etc.). Therefore it exhibits stronger
torque storage characteristics [12].

The turbine power P/kW and internal efficiency are

P¼GLðhE �hLÞ (16)

hit ¼ðhL �hEÞ =Dht (17)

The rotational speed n/r$min�1 is

dn
.
dt ¼ 900

	
P� Pf


.
p2Jtn (18)
3.2. Models of condenser

3.2.1. Condenser
A single-shell, double-flow, surface-type condenser was simu-

lated. The basic structure is shown in Fig. 5. The condenser struc-
ture should meet the load and vacuum requirements of the
secondary circuit system. The condenser was divided into the shell
side and the tube side: The cooling water was driven by circulating
water pump on the pipe side, and the steamwas condensed outside
the pipe. Thus the heat was transferred to the cooling water
through pipe wall, and continuous cooling water circulation
maintains high vacuum.

The condenser dynamic model is established based on the
following assumptions: the condenser model adopted the lumped
parameters, employing a uniform value of the inlet pressure; the



Fig. 5. Typical condenser module.
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two-phase working fluid is saturated using homogeneous model;
the wall temperature variation is consistent with that of the
working fluid at shell side; the temperature variation at outlet was
adopted for the whole condenser.

As a type of shell-and-tube heat exchanger, the heat exchange
process of condenser includes: steam condensation at shell side,
convective heat transfer of cooling water in pipe side, and heat
conduction through pipe wall. Heat dissipation are ignored [13].

Ths heat balance equation is [14].

Qc ¼ kADTm¼GwcwðTw2 � Tw1Þ (19)

where Qcis the condensation heat/kW; kis the overall heat transfer
coeffcient/kW$(m2$�C)-1, where the Berman formula is used；A is
the condensation area/m2；DTm is logarithmic mean temperature
difference/�C；Gw is the flow rate of cooling water/kg$s-1；cw is
the specific heat of cooling water/kJ$(kg$�C)-1；Tw1 is the inlet
temperature of cooling water/�C.

Under normal conditions, the total condensation pressure pc as a
function of the steam condensation temperature Ts, is almost equal
to the vapor partial pressure ps,

Ts ¼ Tw1 þ 520
.
mþ DT

.h
eAK=ð4:187GwÞ �1

i
(20)

where the cycle magnification m is the ratio of cooling water flow
rate Gw to condenser load Gc, ranging between 50 and 120.

The transient model of condenser is categoried as shell side and
tube side. Both steam zone and air zone were considered The
condenser pressure, pc ¼ ps þ pa. The concerned parameters
include the condenser water level h, hot well water enthalpy value
hhw, outlet temperature of cooling water Tw2, and subcooling de-
gree of condensed water DTn, etc.

(1) shell side

For steam zone of shell side, the pressure of the condenser vapor
zone is based on a two-phase lumped parameter dynamics model.
The saturated enthalpy of liquid h0 , saturated enthalpy of vapor
phase h

00
, and the saturated temperature Ts are the function of two-

phase pressure pðtÞ, which varies with time.
The pressure equations of steam pressure are deduced
1440
dps
dt

¼
P ðGhÞi � Qc � ðr0h0 � r

00
h

00 Þ=ðr0 � r
00 ÞPGi

ε
0V 0 þ ε

00V 00 � V þ cmfmmmdTs=dp
(21)

The change rate of water level is

dH
dt

¼
P

Gi

Ahwðr0 � r00 Þ �
V 0dr0=dpþ V

00
dr

00
=dp

Ahwðr0 � r00 Þ
dps
dt

(22)

where Ahw is the heat transfer area of heat sink/m.2

For the air zone of shell side, tiny non-condensing gas comes
from vacuum equipment leakage, hydrophobicity and hydration
during normal operation, most of which is air. The pressure of air is

Vdpa =dt¼RaðTa þ 273Þdma =dt (23)

wherema is the mass of air/kg; Rais the air constant/J$(kg$�C)�1, set
as 287.05; Tais the average temperature of air/�C.

(2) tube side

As to the tube side during normal operating conditions, the hot
water level is below the tube bundle in condenser. While the
condensing tube bundle is submerged under certain abnormal
conditions. Hence the model of condenser tube includes two parts:
bare tube bundle and submerged tube bundle. The inlet and outlet
cooling water temperature is expressed as Tw2L and Tw2Y . The metal
tube wall of bare and submerged tube bundle are divided into the
shell side and tube side, respectively.

For the bare tube bundle, the equation for the cooling water
outlet temperature is

dTw2L =dt¼ ½Qc � cwGwLðTw2L � Tw1Þ� = cwmwL (24)

where mwL means the mass of cooling water/kg, and GwL denotes
the flow rate of cooling water/kg$s�1.

The cooling water outlet temperature of the submerged bundle
is obtained:

dTw2Y =dt¼ ½Qw � cwGwY ðTw2Y � Tw1Þ� = ðcwmwY þ cmmmY Þ
(25)

Qw ¼ lw
.
d1,0:023Re

0:8Pr0:4AY ðThw � TwAÞ (26)

where MwY is the mass of cooling water/kg, MmY is the mass of
metal tube/kg, GwY is the flow rate ofcooling water/kg$s�1, Qw is the
convective heat transfer/kW, AY represents the heat transfer area of
submerged tubes/m2,Thw is the heat sink temperature/�C, TwA de-
notes the averaged cooled water/�C; where lw means the heat
transfer coefficient of cooling water/W$(m$�C)�1, d1 is the inner
diameter/m。

(3) condensed water subcooling

Subcooling degree of condensed water is an important indicator
of turbine operating. Greater subcooling degree takes away more
heat and lower the economics; larger subcooling degree increases
the oxygen content, thus affecting the long-term operation reli-
ability of the unit. Several reasons might introduce higher sub-
cooling degree: air accumulation caused by leakage or vacuum
system fault, submerging condensing tube bundle due to water
level adjustment failure, and the structural defects in tube bundle
and ejector arrangement;

Heat sink enthalpy is
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dhhw =dt¼ðε0V 0dps =dt�QwÞ =V 0r0 (27)

3.2.2. Ejector
The ejector extracts the non-condensing gas to maintain the

vacuum degree and heat transfer, as shown in Fig. 6. The high-
speed steam enters the nozzle and exchanges momentum with
surrounding gas in the mixing chamber, thus a high vacuum ach-
ieves. Afterwards the air-steam mixture is continuously entering
the diffuser tube, slowing down the steam speed and increasing the
pressure.

The ejector model is based on the following three assumptions:
the axial velocity of the fluid is negligible, the pressure field in the
mixing chamber is uniform, the friction resistance could be ignored
in the diffuser tube.

Semi-empirical formula is applied to calculate the shooting
coefficient of ejector:

u¼
0:652ð1=Ma1 þMa1Þ p4

pk
� 0:625 p4

pk
x� p4

p0

A1
Acr

1:27p4=pk � 0:95
(28)

where x ranges from 0 to 0.05, p0 is the pressure at nozzel inlet/Pa,
p4 is the back pressure of ejector/Pa，ranging form 1.0 to 1.1；pk is
the averaged pressure/Pa,Ma1 is the steam expansion in the nozzle.

The inlet flow rate of ejector is

Gmix ¼u0:648Acr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p0v0

p
(29)

where the critical pressure Acr is related to the adiabate coeffcient
K1m and Ma1.

3.3. Models of steam pipe

As to the steam pipe modeling, the lumped parameter method
was used with ordinary differential equation to approximate the
parameter distribution characteristics. The complex steam piping
systemwas divided into several sections. Each pipe was established
separately based onmathematical models of mass, momentum and
energy conservation equations. The characteristics of steam pipe-
line system are firmly related to the dynamic response of secondary
circuit system. The physical phenomena of the steam pipeline
simulated in this study were pressure drop, inertia, energy and
mass storage, fluid expansion in the pipeline.

Conservation equations for the mass, energy and momentum
equations for compressible single-phase fluid were established
[15], as elaborated in the in section 2.1.

3.4. Models of feedwater system

Thermal fluid network was applied to modeling the water
supply system, whichmainly simulates the transient characteristics
Fig. 6. Typical structure of ejector.
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of pressure and flow rate. Ideal incompressible fluid was assumed
and heat exchange with environment is ignored.

Neglecting the heat and mass storage, heat transfer, gravity and
friction, the basic equations of the regulating model is obtained.
The pressure drop Dpcv is related to the valve opening St .

Centrifugal pump as adopted in this study for feedwater system.
The motor connected to the shaft drives the impeller rotating at a
high speed, thus the fluid is transferred. Both a series and parallel
combination of pumps could be applied to achieve desired flow rate
and pressure. Both condensate pump and feed water pump were
considered: the condensate pump draws the condensate from hot
well to the feed pump; the feed water pump pressurizes the
condensate into the steam generator.

The pump curve for head and flow rate is

Ht ¼ Ht∞

1þ kP
¼ u2
ð1þ kPÞg

�
u2 �

Qt

A2
cot b2

�
(30)

where Qt is the volume flow rated/m3$s-1；A2 is the effective flow
area of blade/m2; d2 is the outer diameter/m；b2 is the blade pitch/
m; f2 is the discharge coefficient at outlet; kP is the blade coeffi-
cient, ranging from 0.25 to 0.45.

The power of pump

h¼ Pt=P ¼ rgQtHt=P ¼ hVhhhm (31)

where the pump efficiency (h) is the ratio of idea power P to shaft
power, hV is the volume efficiency, hh is the hydraulic efficiency; hm
is the mechanic efficiency, all the three are the function of relative
rotating speed.

Therefore, the actual curve of H-Q was obtained: First, calculate
the hV and hh by assuming an initial ns, thus the idea curve of Ht �
Qt is obtained; afterwards the H � Q curve is obtained and the ns is
updated. The iteration is terminated with a satisfying error of the
ns, and the hm is obtained.

The pressure loss of incompressible fluid Dpwp consists of the
friction pressure dropDpl and the local pressure drop Dpc. Ac-
cording to the principle of thermodynamics, pressure and flow
feature two-way transmission, which shows a network character-
istic in a thermal system. And the three non-linear equations with
three unknowns were solved by the Monte Carlo method.
4. Simulation results

The system equipment includes main steam turbine,
condensing equipment, steam pipeline system and water supply
system. As elaborated above, each sub-system was modeled sepa-
rately for maintenance. Variables of thesed system were obtained
by solving differential equations, using GEAR algorithm. The data
input and output interfaces are convenient for observing parameter
changes, and reserved physical interfaces facilitate system expan-
sion. The model prediction of main equipment like turbine and
condenser were compared with the design parameters. Two
extreme operating conditions of emergency stop and overspeed
were considered to verify the reliability of the secondary circuit
system, where the transient response of parameters were captured.

There are two boundary conditions in the secondary circuit
system: the cold-end parameters and the steam system inlet. For
storagemodule, the flow boundary was adopted, as shown in Fig. 7;
For resistance module, the pressure boundary was employed and
the header J0 was removed.

The flow resistance module (R type) and flow storage module (S
type) of the steam pipeline were separately established, and the
combination of R and S modules was used to establish the steam
pipeline system. In addition, the steam header module and the



Fig. 7. System diagram of secondary circuit.
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steam valve module were also included. The interface parameters
are shown in the following Table 1.

4.1. Models validation

The model predictions were compared with the design value
(Dai et al., 2013), where reasonable results were obtained. From
Table 2, calculated values which agree well with the design value
can be obtained, proving the precision of the main models in this
study. Based on the verified model, the system response under
emergency shutdown and overload conditions were analyzed next.

4.2. System emergency shutdown

The emergency shutdown requires quick response of main
steam valve, and the steam should be quickly discharged into
condenser to avoid overpressure. The valve control strategy of
steam exhaust system is to open a small valve first and then open
the other two valve.

(1) Pressure boundary

From Fig. 8(a), The inlet flow rate tends to be balanced after
fluctuation. As shown in Fig. 8(b) the flow rate of the steam
discharge valve increases rapidly with valve opening. The flow rate
of the steam turbine shows a slow trend and afterwards this trend
speeds up. In turn, it is required that the control strategy of the
steam exhaust system should not cause excessive disturbance.

The pressure, power and flow rate rapidly decrease with the
main steam valve shutting down, causing the increase of enthalpy
(Fig. 9).

Because a large amount of steam is directly discharged into the
condenser under emergency shutdown condition, the steam qual-
ity is higher, thus the condenser pressure and hot well water
enthalpy increase accordingly. Therefore, temperature and pressure
reducing device could be installed at the steam discharge outlet, to
avoid condenser damage. The large volume and thermal inertia of
condenser suppresses pressure increasing, as shown in Fig. 10.

The outlet pressure of the water supply system is inversely
proportional to the flow rate, while the power of the feed water
pump is proportional to the flow rate(see Fig. 11).

For the flow rate boundary, whether the flow rate exceeds the
operating limit provides a basis for the valve control strategy
optimization(see Fig. 12).

The flow rate fluctuates largely during regulating valves with
Table 1
Interface parameters for various pipeline.

Pipeline Data ReS S-R R

In(E) Out(L) In(E) Out(L) In(E) Out(L)

Input pE hE GL GE hE pL pE hE pL
Output GE pL hL pE GL hL GE GL hL
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regard to the pressure boundary; the pressure fluctuate greatly
under the flow rate boundary. These fluctuations could be elimi-
nated by further optimizing the valve closing curve. In a nuclear
power plant, the flow and pressure at the inlet of secondary circuit
usually change together. Therefore, the actual fluctuation of flow
rate and pressure might be smaller than calculated results.

4.3. System overload test

For the main steam turbine overspeeding condition, the steam
turbine regulating valve is opened, thus the flow rate, turbine po-
wer and speed increase. Pressure is employed as the inlet boundary
condition (see Fig. 13).

With more steam entering the condenser increases, the
condenser pressure rises. As shown in Fig. 14, the speed and power
of turbine decrease after a rise, due to the growth of condenser
pressure.

Because the initial pressure of the regulating stage steam
chamber is small, the sudden change of the flow rate in the sec-
ondary circuit system are also caused by the rapid increase of flow
rate (Fig. 15). Overload conditions are at the expense of steam
quality, hence it should not be lasted for long periods of time.

The secondary system simulation helps to determine the regu-
lation mode of steam system under variable working conditions.
The parameter transients were analyzed under both pressure
boundary and flow rate boundary. In practical nuclear power
plants, the pressure and enthalpy (temperature) of steam are
usually used as the regulated quantities by controling the steam
flow rate in feedwater system. Hence the system stability was
evaluated.

5. Conclusion

The transient conditions of typical secondary circuit in nuclear
power plant have been analyzed in this study. The dynamic models
of whole secondary circuit has been established in this study. The
system response and characteristics have been investigated based
on the parameter transients under emergency shutdown and
overload. The following conclusions have been drawn:

Appropriate modeling methods are employed according to
different processes of working fluid and energy transfer. Both
compressible fluid flow and incompressible fluid flow have been
considered, which are modeled by modular modeling and fluid
network, respectively; the heat transfer process and the mechani-
cal energy transfer process are modularized.

Models of main equipment have been established, including
main turbine, condenser, steam pipe and feedwater system The
turbine model considered various operating conditions like emer-
gency shutdown and overspeed; condenser model could simulate
abnormal operating conditions of high water level and ejector
failures, and operating indicators have been obtained; steam
pipelines enabled tracking flow rate and node pressures under
pressure boundary; the water supply system model simulated the



Table 2
Comparison of this model with design value.

Parameter Turbine Condenser

Outlet pressure（Mpa） Outlet temperature（K） Inlet flow Rate（kg/s） Outlet pressure（Mpa） Outlet temperature（K） Inlet flow rate（kg/s）

Error 0.62% 0.62% 0.12% 12.14% 0.32% 0

Fig. 8. Flow rate transient of system.

Fig. 9. Parameter transients of turbine.

Fig. 10. Parameter transients of condenser.

Fig. 11. Parameter transients of feedwater system.

(2) Flow rate boundary

Fig. 12. Parameter transients under flow rate boundary.
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Fig. 13. Parameter transients of turbine and condenser.

Fig. 14. Parameter transients of turbine and condenser.

Fig. 15. Flow rate of system.
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change of system pressure over flow rate.
The above established models have been verified by design

value. The second circuit system features compressibility, high
transport speed of mass and energy, strong system rigidity. The
1444
simulation of the secondary circuit system has been conducted
based on the verified models, where various system characteristics
have been obtained under different boundary conditions. The sec-
ondary circuit system ensures sufficient design margin to with-
stand the pressure and flow fluctuations. The adjustment of
exhaust valve group could maintain the system pressure within a
safe range, at the expense of steam quality. The condenser could
rapidly take out most heat to avoid overpressure.
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